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Why GOTHICSTONE
Are you looking to achieve a one-of-a-kind aesthetic for your special
project? We produce custom selected natural stone products to
achieve the most optimal outcome.

Turnkey Stone Solutions
We provide Travertine, Limestone, and Marble products to your
exacting specifications which result in a customized project that the
professional design consultant working in tandem with both the client
and builder can expect.
In today’s landscape and interior design concepts, natural stone can be
a fashionable old-world look, but it is also an excellent choice for a
contemporary aesthetic in a wide variety of projects, patios, pool
decks, terraces, driveways, pool houses and any outdoor or indoor
living spaces. When utilizing natural stone sourced from a company
with the history and broad access to the source as Gothicstone there
are no boundaries, there are no limitations. There is no such thing as “it
doesn’t come in that size” or “you’ll have to find those complementary
architectural features somewhere else.” In today’s busy world there is
no time for those sourcing bottlenecks for you or your clients.
One Stop Shopping – THE PROFESSIONAL’S ADVANTAGE
One-stop shopping is the ultimate solution and there is no substitute
for streamlining your sourcing by having the various ‘pieces to the
puzzle’ drop shipped all at once and readily available to smoothly
integrate the materials into your project without interruption.
You will find that partnering with Gothicstone on your next project will
provide the turnkey solution to that end.

Modern Aesthetic
Ancient Materials
We take pride in assisting our clientele in implementing the timeless
or Own Art
beauty of natural stone. We offer consultation to guide you every step of
the way. We have decades of experience in the production and
distribution of natural
stone.
We provide value-added
design engineering,
production and consulting
services for producing
material for stock or
project work. We are the
producer/manufacturer of
our product lines assisting
our clientele by value
engineering the material
selections specific to their
individual needs.

“NATURAL
STONE IS OUR
PASSION –
LIMESTONE,
TRAVERTINE,
AND MARBLE
PROJECTS ARE
OUR
SPECIALTY!”
KARL MANGIALARDI,
Founder, CEO

Our Services
Clients have designs or complexities in their projects that require an
expert source for the best ways to engineer a solution. The most
dynamic and consequential phase of any project is the advanced
planning, engineering alternatives and product selections.
Gothicstone provides free value-added consulting services to our
clients thereby assisting in various stages of planning, designing,
selecting, value-engineering, and installation for pool decks,
patios/walkways, driveway projects and more. Architects, designers,
builders, contractors and importers who are interested in our project
and product consulting expertise for product manufacturing and
project implementation derive benefit from these services. Your
clients get the most value out of their investments when we join in
your success with Gothicstone natural stone products.

Our Philosophy
01
MODERN AND TIMELESS DESIGN
As with natural wood, we believe that utilizing natural stone will add
timeless beauty and ongoing value to any project. We collaborate
with our clients to achieve a fashion-forward aesthetic custom
tailored to their individual tastes.
We are continually introducing new surface finishes, sizes and
materials to advance the dynamic growth and changes inherent in
this industry.

02
FASHION FORWARD PRODUCTS
We have witnessed trends in design, colors and formats of natural stone
pavers and tile and are proud to continually launch new products ahead
of the fashion curve enticing early adopters.

We specialize in ‘smart solutions’ designing safety (in particular, surface
finishes with a high co-efficient of friction) into the implementation and
end use of our products.

03
COMPLIMENTARY CLIENT SERVICES
Offered to architects, designers, builders, and contractors who are
interested in our project and product consulting expertise for the
various stages of product manufacturing and project implementation.
•

Value engineering

•

Design consulting

•

Installation consulting

•

Maintenance consulting

04
GREEN INNOVATIONS
Gothicstone is in the process of beta testing new products
specifically designed to advance the all-important zero-net carbon
green initiative. These future products, currently in development,
will be implementing various technologies to support sustainable and
‘environmentally friendly’ innovations.

WE COLLABORATE WITH OUR
CLIENTS TO ASSESS THE
BEST ALTERNATIVES AND
SOLUTIONS

Products & Surface Finishes
PAVERS & HARDSCAPES

Our productions range from
cobblestone, 4”x4” or butter stick
2”x8” sizes to extra-large pavers
and tile sizes such as 24″x24″,
18”x36”, and up to 48″x48″ and
other custom sizes (rectangular or
square). We produce for projects
so, contact us for the sizes you
require!

VENEERS & CLADDING
Before you go for that faux stone
panel, remember that they are
likely to fade and get chipped
over time whereas veneer in
natural stone will look great for
generations to come! With a
textural change in the stone for
veneer and/or cladding, such as
split face, hand-chisel, or bush
hammer, you can add the
distinction of an accent look
without changing the color of the
stone used in the project. When
building a wall out of solid block
stone, the face finish options are
hand chisel and split face.
Veneers and cladding product
sizes range from 6” x free length
and up to 20” x 40” (with bush
hammer on back for stickier
installation).

COPING & STEP TREADS
Our pool copings and step treads
are flat faced (squared edge) and
the regular thicknesses that we
offer include four sizes – 3 cm (1
1/4“ thick), 5 cm (2” thick), 6cm
(2.4”) and 7cm (2.8”). The
dimensions range from 6×12 to
24 x 72 (or higher) but we
produce according to the project
requirements so, about any size is
possible and standard in our
productions.
DRIVEWAY SYSTEMS
Though we often think of
concrete driveway systems,
paved natural stone driveways
have been around just as long
and longer! Natural stone
provides the necessary flexural
strength and an artistic element
so driveway systems can be a
unique and functional feature,
enhancing the overall property,
rather than presenting simply as a
flat beige or black surface, best to
be ignored.
These days, a shift to large-format
natural stone for both residential
and commercial driveway
systems is gaining popularity and
replacing that concrete surface.
Natural stone in all formats–large
and traditional (small 4”x4”,
6”x6” cubes)–with its aesthetic
and structural benefits makes it a
strong alternative to concrete
pavers.

KITCHENS & BATHS
Long before we started producing
exterior paver, coping and tread
products, we imported stone tile
for interior, both residential and
commercial (and exterior
projects, set on slab) along with
countertop slabs. Travertine from
Mexico, Peru, Turkey and Italy;
Limestone from Portugal were
our specialties for many years.
After seeing the trend in outdoor
concrete pavers, we partnered
with a quarry and factory in
Antalya, Turkey to start producing
thicker tiles to “lay in the dirt!”
One-stop shopping is the ultimate
solution and there is no
substitute for streamlining your
sourcing by having the various
‘pieces to the puzzle’ all produced
together.

SURFACE FINISHES
Textures are shifting away from
more rustic tumbled, rounded
edges to clean lines, square edges
on tiles, pavers, and coping. In
addition, tone on tone texturing
can beautifully enhance the
aesthetic of your flooring design.
Adding an interesting trim or
pattern through the addition or
utilization of various surface
finishes, can achieve the added
interest desired. New finishes
such as Micro Bush Hammer,
SUREGRIP MOLESKINtm, HandChiseled, and, Etruscan Texturetm
add soft and subtle interest
without changing the material
itself. Common finishes such as
honed, polished, split face,
brushed and tumbled are
available as well.

Limestone Options
Buceto
Limestonetm

CARAMEL
LIMESTONE™

SEAHAZE SAND™

SEAHAZE SEA™

Trufa
Limestonetm

Travertine Options
Apricot
Travertinetm

Caramel
Travertinetm

Caramel Walnut
Travertinetm

Cream
Travertinetm

Latte
Travertinetm

Mediterranean
Fusiontm
Travertine

Peach

Peach Yellow
Travertinetm

Silver

Marble Options
Grey Sky
Marbletm

Midnight
Sky
Marbletm

Motley Blue
Marbletm

GOTHICSTONE
W HO L E SA LE TO T HE TR AD E
Phone: 610-308-1054 USA Office
Phone: +212 635 32 34 63 North Africa Office
Email: stonehunter@gothicstone.com
CONTACT US FOR CONSULTATION & SALES

www.gothicstone.com

